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Living Life Large

The girl’s got moves!
ANDREA ZSAPKA
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Another quarter has whizzed by and we are almost at the end of
another busy year. We have brought you updates of The RuMa’s
progress throughout and in this issue I am proud to tell you that
The RuMa Residences has been awarded the Green Building
Index (GBI) Provisional Gold Rating, having successfully met all
the GBI Criteria under each category for Energy Efficiency, Indoor
Environment Quality, Sustainable Site Planning & Management,
Materials & Resources, Water Efficiency and Innovation. This is
indeed good news as it is a big part of our initiative to expand
our green building footprints. There is more news on The RuMa’s
progress that you can read all about as we gallop towards the
finishing line in 2018.
As well as The RuMa, we have also shared news on two of our
other projects, KaMi Residences in Mont’ Kiara and ASTA Enterprise
Park, our commercial park in Kajang. These two projects will keep
us busy in the months ahead.
We always enjoy featuring our residents because we have so
many brilliant and talented people among us whose stories we
enjoy sharing with our readers. In this issue, we are delighted to
introduce Andrea Zsapka who is new to Kuala Lumpur and has
brought her amazing dancing skills to our shores from her native
Hungary. She shares her story with us which I know you will enjoy.
Until the next time, wishing you a life lived large,

Datuk Lai Voon Hon
Group Managing Director
Ireka Corporation Berhad
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THE GIRL’S GOT MOVES!
SO WHAT’S HER STORY?
Andrea hails from Szarvas, in the south east area
of Hungary near the Romanian border. From the
outset, she was always encouraged by her parents to
experience everything in life, whether it was sewing,
Taekwando or dancing. She took up the latter at
the age of 6, started competing at the tender age
of 8 and has not looked back. This thirst for learning
and need for variety was even evident during her
schooling because Andrea opted herself to attend a
bi-lingual German/Hungarian school in order to pick
up the language, having, she felt, already got English
under her belt. Who knows, it could be either Bahasa
or Chinese next?
Andrea’s university years were spent in Budapest
studying Stock Exchange and Banking Management
which led her to a job in an American supply chain
company heading the customer services team. This
demanding role was not enough because Andrea
managed to fulfil her dream of starting her own dance
school in downtown Budapest where she would race
to everyday after a full day’s work. These were long
days which rarely ended before 10pm but Andrea
loved every minute of it.

Great dancing skills involves poise, energy
and charisma – qualities that awardwinning dancer, Andrea Zsapka has an
abundance of. Having moved to Kuala
Lumpur from her native Hungary only
a year ago, and now living in Kiaraville
Condominium, Andrea is beginning to
make her mark and it’s all through the love
of dance. She has really struck a chord with
Malaysians and expatriates alike with her
passion for dancing which is a portable
portfolio she carries with her everywhere
she goes. This award-winning dancer has
an impressive twenty gold, fifteen silver
and fifteen bronze medals in Standard and
Latin American dance styles. Whether it’s
the Tango, Boogie Woogie, Salsa or Waltz,
Andrea can dance effortlessly to all the
intricate moves associated with each of
these dances.
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is all about the feel of the rhythm of the music and
you are improvising all the time which makes it both
difficult and rewarding at the same time. You can
enjoy dancing with different partners and just take in
the grace of the dance from beginning to the end.”
Best of all, wherever you are in the world, the Tango
is danced at “Milongas” which are social events or
Tango dance parties. Yes, “Milongas” even exist in
Kuala Lumpur!

Andrea claims proudly that, “Dancing has always
stayed with me throughout my life and I feel that
dancing is in my DNA.” She only took a 2 year break
from it whilst at high school to focus on her studies and
then went straight back to strutting her stuff.
It was the Tango that captured her heart. Said
to originate from Argentina, the dance is vividly
described by one of its most famous musicians and
composer, Enrique Santos Discépolo. “A Tango Is A
Sad Thought That Dances.”

FOR THE LOVE OF DANCING
Four years ago, Andrea set up her own dance school in
Budapest naming it, “Dance with me Dance School”.
Even when the dance school took off, Andrea did not
give up her day job, testament to the fact that she
really never saw dancing as a business but as a gift to
be shared and it has paid her back because through
it she has met so many people from all walks of life,
from all over the world.

It is generally accepted theory that the Tango is taken
from the many immigrants who landed in Buenos
Aires, Argentina during the latter part of the 1800s and
early 1900s, The intermixing of African, Spanish, Italian,
British, Polish, Russian and native-born Argentines
resulted in a melting pot of cultures, and inevitably
each borrowed dance and music from one another.
The Tango is characterized by a very close embrace
with synchronised and complex rhythmic footwork
supplemented with gymnastic lifts, kicks, and drops.

Most impressive is Andrea’s broad dance repertoire
which I have witnessed for myself. I have not met
anyone who knows how to hop around in stilettos or
trainers to any dance rhythm quite like Andrea. All her
moves are dynamic, energetic and razor-sharp!

Andrea remembers meeting a Mexican dancer,
Santiago Maciel in Hungary whom she spontaneously
danced with on stage at an event and fell in love
with the Tango immediately. She wanted to perfect
this dance, working together and learning from
Santiago, and until today, reveres this elegant dance
because according to Andrea, “Dancing the Tango

“I love the rules of music, the drama contained within
the music, analyzing the rhythm and putting it to
dance. I forget everything when I am on the dance
floor and life slows down completely,” says Andrea.
2
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THE JOURNEY TO KL AND EVENTUALLY KIARAVILLE
This was a circuitous route because she and her longtime partner were supposed to go to live in Brussels,
but got diverted to Kuala Lumpur instead, a place
she had never heard of before. One of the first bits
of research Andrea undertook was to check out the
dance scene in KL and was happy to find an Argentine
Tango comunity in the capital.
They lived in several apartments before finally settling
on Kiaraville Condo because it had all the amenities
they wanted and they felt it was well kept. “It has
everything on one site for us, is in a good location and
has lots of trees and great facilities,” claims Andrea.
experienced, less experienced and even those with
two left feet like yours truly found our rhythm in a lively
and enjoyable evening

DANCE IS THE ANSWER
Although she missed her family and friends in the
early days, it hasn’t taken long for Andrea to settle
into life in KL. She is pleasantly surprised by the vibrant
social dance scene and certainly wasn’t expecting
it. They are mainly found in bars and hotels around
the city. “I found Tango, Salsa, east and west coast
Swings, Ballroom and so much more at the social
dance centres I visited and you didn’t need to have a
partner either.”

WHAT’S NEXT?
Andrea is not someone who can sit still and already
has been approached by a Hungarian television
company who will be filming KL seen through the eyes
of a fellow Hungarian. She says that KL does not seem
to readily offer a lot to the tourist but once the surface
is scratched, there is in fact a lot to see and do. Andrea
is looking forward to showing this off to the film crew.

Andrea in fact recently organized her own Socialonga,
inspired by the Tango dance “Milongas”, in 1MK Mall,
drawing in enthusiastic dancers from across KL. The

Andrea also wants to introduce us to Hungarian arts
and crafts. The traditional jewellery, accessories and
bags will make their debut at an international craft
fair in KL at the end of November.
“When I do anything I do it with my whole heart and
my whole personality. What you see is definitely what
you get!” - Andrea Zsapka
Wherever life takes her, dancing will remain Andrea’s
one love. She makes it look easy although we know
this wordless form of expression requires accuracy
and sassiness. It is clear from watching Andrea dance,
that she is still excited by it and selfishly, for our benefit,
long may it continue!
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NEW KID IN TOWN – KaMi PREVIEW ON NOVEMBER 10-12

In the previous two issues, we have heralded the
arrival of a new boutique-sized development in Mont’
Kiara, KaMi Mont’ Kiara Residences. There will be a
total of 168 units here. Mr Masaki Morinobu, awardwinning Chief Designer with Tokyo-based design firm,
Nonscale Corporation is leading on the Japanese
inspired designs.
This latest project in i-ZEN’s iconic portfolio of properties,
is aimed at both the expatriate and Malaysian
market. Much of the design is inspired by Japanese
contemporary living with Malaysian architectural
designs, differentiating it from other properties.
KaMi Mont’ Kiara Residences will benefit from having
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Onsen spa;
Japanese restaurant;
Convenience store;
Gym and pool;
Pet friendly;
Walking distance from two popular shopping areas
and eateries – Solaris MK and Publika;
• Short distance to MRT line at the Matrade Centre;
• French, British and American international
schools nearby including the renowned
Children’s Discovery House in our SENI Mont’ Kiara
development.
Find out more about Kami Mont’ Kiara Residences
for yourselves! Come along to the sales preview at our
brand new marketing suite on November 10-12.

WE HOPE YOU CAN JOIN US!

We are launching the release at the opening with
a mix of fantastic one, two and three bedroom
apartments available.

KaMi Mont’ Kiara Residences Marketing Suite
Ground Floor, Seni Mont’ Kiara Condominium
Jalan Changk Duta Kiara, 98004 Mont’ Kiara.
Kuala Lumpur

For more information, kindly contact 03-2161 1268.
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PROGRESS INTELLIGENCE ON
THE RUMA HOTEL AND RESIDENCES

Our construction team and have been busy as we
approach the finish line! The structural works for the
Level 39 Sky Deck is completed and works have
reached to the Level 41 Lift Machine Room (LMR) roof
slab which has also been completed. Subsequent
structure works will be the Fin Wall measuring 54M in
length and 12M in height.

The achievement is a significant milestone for Ireka’s
Initiative to expand its green building footprints and
delivering “Green” Building projects that can lay claim
to “Sustainability and Environmental Excellence”.

The first Tower Crane has been dismantled and the
second one is expected to be dismantled in early
Quarter 4, 2017, whereas the smaller 30M Derrick
Crane installation will remain for the rest of the Fin Wall
structure works leading right up to the end of the year.
Other areas include the architectural works that
have progressed up to Level 35, the mechanical and
electrical works now fully completed up to Level 24
and the internal finishes works currently remain at
Level 18.
For the on-going Prototype Room construction, the
Residences Type A Prototype Room is now completed
and the Hotel Type A-2 Prototype Room and the Hotel
Grand Suite Prototype Room are expected to be
completed by the end of October.
It’s clear that the project is in the home stretch and we
look forward to sharing more news with you in the next
issue of CiTi-ZEN.

GOOD NEWS! THE RUMA RESIDENCES ACHIEVING THE GREEN
BUILDING INDEX (GBI) PROVISIONAL GOLD RATING
The RuMa Residences is awarded the GBI Provisional Gold
Rating having successfully met all the GBI Criteria under
each category for Energy Efficiency, Indoor Environment
Quality, Sustainable Site Planning & Management,
Materials & Resources, Water Efficiency and Innovation.
5
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THE RUMA’S PROPERTY GALLERY
The RuMa’s smart, new sales and property gallery is now
open. The new premises are centrally located in KLCC,
at the Etiqa Twin Towers in Jalan Pinang (Tower 1, Level
13). This venue will also be a hand over office for The
RuMa buyers and the RuMa site itself is a mere 5 minutes’
walk away. The new sales office will:
• Provide a one-stop service, including property
sales and investment consultation; and
• Provide professional sales service to customers
throughout Malaysia and internationally.
Opening times are from 10.00am to 5.00pm, Mondays
to Sundays and for public holidays will be from 11am
to 4pm. For more information, contact the friendly
and knowledgeable sales staff on 03 2161 1268.
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ASTA ENTERPRISE PARK, KAJANG

There is no doubt that ASTA Enterprise Park (ASTA) in
the Bukit Angkat area of Kajang is the Klang Valley’s
new industrial benchmark. Aside from the Maypak
factory currently being built on 5 acres of land, this
industrial development has 3 other phases. ASTA totals
31.53 acres made up of the following:

• It is in a highly accessible location not only for the
ready labour pool in neighbouring Bangi, Balakong
or Sungai Long, but it is also within easy reach of the
North South Highway or the Silk Highway.
• ASTA is located in an approved industrial zone
where factory owners should not have problems
applying for operating licenses and obtaining the
various local author approvals.

Phase 1 – 18 Type A units measuring 8,594 sq ft each
Phase 2 – 6 industrial land lots
Phase 3 – 18 Type B units measuring 12,565 sq ft each
Phase 4 – Maypak factory relocating to ASTA.

• There are ample multi-functional spaces to suit all
kinds of different businesses from publishing houses,
electrical manufacturers, wine importers, packaging
companies, etc. The Type B units in Phase 3 have
basement levels measuring 5,675 sq ft (even larger for
the corner lots) which are perfect for storage. All the
units have access to the 1.5 ton service lift.

PROGRESS
Phase 1 is under construction with building works stared
on the ground floor. The earthworks and foundation
works are now completed.

• There are enhanced security features which
include CCTVS and motion sensors, 24/7 security
patrol guards and security boom gates.

RELOCATING TO ASTA
It couldn’t be easier to either relocate or to site your
business in ASTA.

If you would like to find out more information about
ASTA, please contact the Sales Office on 03-8741 6632
or 03-2161 1268.
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KOPITIAM NEWS!
The i-ZEN & zenZ Community Page
The Mont’ Kiara Community Society (MKCS) is going from strength to strength,
existing to improve the local environment, support the quality of life of the
community and to bring both residents and businesses closer together.

MONT’ KIARA COMMUNITY SOCIETY - “GOTONG ROYONG”

were adorable as they chatted and pointed to items
that their parents should pick up. The older children
were very responsive to their mission and moved
quickly. Leaving the adults, who included volunteers
from our local authorities (DBKL, BOMBA and PDRM),
to collect heavier debris and untie illegal adverts from
lampposts. It was all over by 10.30 and although some
said their goodbyes immediately after, the majority of
volunteers reconvened at the designated refreshment
point that MKCS Zone Leaders had prepared.

The best thing about organising an event is probably
the supporters who make it happen - the great
turnout and ensuing conversations at our recent
Gotong Royong are a strong indicator that Mont Kiara
has a flourishing community spirit.

While keeping Mont’ Kiara beautiful is the objective
of these MKCS events, the priority of a community
gathering is to create new bonds that manifest as
friendships, and bringing people closer together.
Creating connections from home to community and
back again help form an invisible net that supports the
environment, its structure and the people. It provides
a sense of accomplishment and self satisfaction that
has long lasting positive effects on the individual and
for the community at large.

Even though the event was scheduled to start at 9am,
people had gathered at their zone meeting points well
ahead of time. The impromptu fun of making friends
with neighbours to work on a Mont’ Kiara Community
Society (MKCS)’project created the perfect conditions
for residents to come together for the common good
on a sunny Saturday morning in July. Pre schoolers

Thanks to all those who worked so hard!
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KOPITIAM NEWS - SWEET SENTASTION - KIND KONES,
MALAYSIA’ FIRST VEGAN ICE CREAM BAR
FIRST VEGAN ICE CREAM BRAND IN MALAYSIA
It is vital to Serina that the ice cream sold is unique and
tasty for everyone, whether or not they are vegans.
Malaysia’s first ever vegan ice cream brand, Kind
Kones, promises to produce the best. All the recipes
are developed in Serina’s kitchen and everything is
churned fresh. There are no animal products used at
all, and everything is chemical free (i.e.no stabilisers
used), hence the limited shelf life of four days for the
ice creams and 3 days for the sorbets. Coconut sugar
is used instead of refined sugar and Kind Kones has
12 flavours to offer at any one time. Serina is always
experimenting with new flavours to tempt us all. Their
gluten free cones are made entirely from almonds
and there is also a wholemeal vegan cone- both do
not contain eggs. It is hard to imagine ice cream being
a healthy option for any diet but the fresh ingredients
and chemical free products from Kind Kones could
make them so.

Serina Bajaj, a third generation Thai who moved to
Malaysia almost four years ago discovered a dearth
of vegan ice cream bars. She felt that this gap in the
market needed to be filled. Only opened a month
ago, Kind Kones is gaining in popularity especially
among those who are allergic to dairy products and
have been waiting for exactly such a service. You
could say that Kind Kones is their salvation!

KIND KONES IN 1MK MALL
The Kind Kones kiosk at the food court of 1MK Mall is
bright, minimalist and modern. It has a community
feel to the area with tables sized for both adults and
children. If you are confused, the crayons will give it
away. Book swapping is also encouraged, and as long
as you replace the book you take away with another
one, then everyone is welcomed to do so. There are
also hydroponic pots growing mint, basil and thyme,
all ingredients used in their ice creams.

As with all successful entrepreneurs, it was serendipity
that brought Serina to setting up an ice cream
business. Her passion for cooking, including ice cream
making, developed when she lived in Dubai where
she would post her own recipes on Facebook, started
a cooking blog and got a lot of followers. All this, from
a lady whose background is really in advertising and
fashion retail.
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“I would like to create mindfulness into the
brand and to use our unique business to help the
environment,” - Serina Bajaj

WHAT’S NEXT?
Serina has received numerous requests for vegan
breakfasts and in the coming weeks Kind Kones will
also be serving healthy breakfast meals from 8am.
Serina also plans to expand her Kind Kones brand
to more mall outlets in the next two to three months,
concentrating in the Damansara area of Kuala
Lumpur. Watch this space for more news!
Contact:
LG 7, 1 Mont’ Kiara Mall, 1 Jalan Kiara,
50480 Kuala Lumpur.
03-6211 5013
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KOPITIAM NEWS - FUN & SHENANIGANS
ALL THE WAY AT HUBBA MONT KIARA!
Seeking mouth-watering food in a laid back, fuzzy
and friendly atmosphere? Instantly feel like you are
at a home away from home as we welcome you by
name to Hubba at Seni Mont Kiara. Open daily from
8am till late, it boasts a simple but cheerful interior
brimming with aromas of delicious food beckons you
to sink into your seat with a smile. Splashes of happy
yellow calms yet spurs you into a merry mood. Kind of
peckish? Start your day with a hearty breakfast like
the Hubba Big Breakfast, Baked Spinach Mushroom &
Cheese or a healthy Berry & Yoghurt Granola. Top up
RM1 for a cuppa fresh brewed coffee!
Our cozy Deli also entices with light bites such as
Create Your Own Salads & Sandwiches from a myriad
of ingredients, pastries and desserts. Ravenous and
looking for a great lunch or dinner? Gather family and
friends together and hmm and haaa over thoughtful
and heart-warming choices from the Live To Eat menu
which reeks of Home Styled Food such as Lamb Shank
Pie, Tomyam Noodles, Hubba Popcorn Chicken and a
great selection pizzas and pastas.

Thirsty? You will whoop with joy at our 170 labels of
wines sold at trade prices plus the other usual suspects
of alcoholic beverages. Teetotalers are in for a field
day with our signature Chlorophyll Drink, cold pressed
and detox juices from the Drink To Life menu. Friendly
and personable service is the icing on the cake. We
absolutely encourage all to get Hooked On Life, so let
fun and shenanigans be part of your experience at
Hubba!
Address: Level G, Seni Mont Kiara,
2A Changkat Duta Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012 205 0442 / 03 6211 1318 (Reservations)
Email : montkiara@hubba.asia
Website : www.hubba.asia
Business Hours: Mondays - Saturdays : 8am till closing
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IREKA CARES ORGANIZED THE FIRST
EVER SNOOKBALL GAME FOR CHILDREN
Getting bored with playing soccer and snooker,
what about having a game that combines both?
To provide an opportunity for 19 children from the
Open Hands Home, Kajang to play “Snookball”, a
game that enables football fanatics and pool players
of all ages to play under the same roof, IREKA CARES
organized a friendly “Snookball Tournament” for the
children on Saturday, 30th September. The event was
held at the Snookball Game Center in Evolve Concept
Mall, Ara Damansara.

As for the game, all the rules are the same as snooker,
except that the players will use their feet instead of
a cue, while balls are replaced with footballs. The
tournament participants were divided into eight.

Despite this being the first time for most of the participants,
the response and feedback given were encouraging.
Both the children and the volunteers said they loved
the game!

After the expanding of all that energy, it was time for
a delicious lunch provided by the Snookball Game
Center. During lunch, the children just couldn’t hide
their excitement and continued discussing the game.
One of the children from Open Hands Home, Grace
says, “The game was so fun that we really enjoyed
it. I am looking forward to the next outing with Ireka
CARES!”

It seems rather simple to kick the ball with your feet
toward the goal on the giant pool table; it is in fact
far more interesting and challenging than one might
perceive it to be. To win a game, it requires more than
just a great amount of the eye-leg coordination, but
also excellent strategies and coordination between
team members. In this context, the children did it so well
that some of them even outshone the adult players. As
such, it is a fun and exciting game that could trigger
an adrenaline rush for the participants while everyone
regardless of age is able to enjoy the game.

Meanwhile, Najla Wan Abdul Rahman, Chairperson of
the IREKA CARES commented, “It was a competitive
game and the kids were really excited to play since
this was their first time playing snookball. I’m glad
that the kids enjoyed the themselves and thanks to
volunteers who came and supported us. “
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i-ZEN PRIVILEGES
IT’S OUR PRIVILEGE!
As an i-ZEN card member, you are the selected few invited to
indulge in exclusive shopping, dining and pampering experiences
with the premier merchants we have lined up with you in mind. We
want to ensure that the experience is attractive and especially for
you, presenting special offers and discounts.
Your i-ZEN Privilege Card is welcomed in any of the outlets below
and there is no expiry date as we believe your benefits should
be timeless! Just show them your card and enjoy the discount
privileges today.
We are delighted to introduce you to a new merchant.
You can read about the Tien Hotel in the following page.
<<<
Scan this with your QR code application or visit
http://www.i-zen.com.my/privilege.html
for more information on the full member
privileges available in year 2017

For more information on your i-ZEN Privilege card,
contact Priya, Customer Relations on
+603 6411 6388 (ext. 6889) or email to
enquiry@i-ZEN.com.my

THE i-ZEN PRIVILEGE CARD GIVES YOU ACCESS
TO EXCLUSIVE OFFERS AT YOUR FAVOURITE SPOTS
SHOPPING

BEAUTY & WELLNESS

DINING

A C O M M O DAT I O N

HOME & DECOR

E D U C AT I O N

H E A LT H

Please log on to http://www.i-zen.com.my/privilege.html for full information on partner
merchants and their participating branches (where appropriate) for your convenience.
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